Dadi Janki – 4.6.19 Evening – GCH, London
Baba is transforming the whole world (srishti) with His drishti
Jayantiben: In today’s murli Baba said: If you want to claim an elevated status,
follow the father. How was it that Brahma Baba did everything in one stroke? He
surrendered himself and everything he had. Is it still the same feeling of
surrendering or should we be clarifying surrender in some other way. If I want to
follow the father today, in what way can I surrender myself?
This is what surrender means: to be ‘om shanti’ – completely peaceful. Dadi liked
the song: We found one Baba in Madhuban and we found Shiv Baba in that one’s
body.
Dadi has thought about it - reflecting how wonderful our Brahma Baba is. Baba was
so light. He received Shiv Baba’s might and hence everything was right. In front of
Baba, there was only this one thought: who am I and who is mine? I am a soul. Mine
is the Supreme Soul. That is the key, isn’t it? My Baba… I saw in Baba light and
might – Baba was wonderful. I saw him in the form of light and might and he was
wonderful.
To the extent that we remain light, others have the experience of lightness from us.
To the extent we ourselves remain right, we receive light and might from Baba and
then everything is right. The mind the stays well and the body stays well too - and
there’s no question about wealth. Dadi has never needed to chase after wealth.
She has never had to handle money with her own hands. White clothes and empty
pockets yet we are the master of the world. That’s right isn’t it?
We talk of body, mind and wealth. Then there’s mind, words and actions. And then
there’s our thoughts, our breath and our time – all three have to be used in a
worthwhile way. Baba has always told us to use all these in a worthwhile way. It’s
when these are all used in a worthwhile way, that any service we have done or are
stilling doing is done with the heart. We also talk of the heart, the mind and the
eyes. In our vision, though we see through these physical eyes, we see through the
third eye. Then (pointing the forefinger upwards) Baba’s vision is on us. This is the
wonder. In the heart - Baba and in my vision - Baba. In my thoughts – Baba and in
my vision – Baba. Baba,You are a wonder! Baba’s wonderful drishti… In soul
consciousness, pure feelings from the heart, drishti through these eyes.
The whole world (srishti) receives Baba’s drishti. Baba’s drishti has done amazing
things. See how Baba has just with His drishti transformed the world!
A song was played and Dadi gave drishti to all those in the gathering and all those
tuning in from around the world.
Om shanti.

